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ABSTRACT: The most severe pandemic complications of COVID-19 are mainly caused by large droplet 

transmission. An initial sign of coronavirus disease is pleural effusion.Droplet transmission of the COVID-19 

virus can occur by direct contact with inflamed human beings and indirect touch with surroundingsurfaces or 

with objects used by inflamed person. Present study describes the underlying physics of the pleural fluid 

deformation in the lung on free convection. Pleural effusion (excess fluid)happens whilst fluid strengthenthe 

area surrounded by the chest wall and lung, the tissue around the lung may become inflamed, this can manifest 

for plenty distinct speculate, such as pneumonia. The various velocity, temperature, concentration profiles are 

graphically obtained with increasing and decreasing non-dimensional parameter according to the nature of the 

pleural fluid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many years droplet ailment transmission has usually been a subject of extensive interest in numerous 

fields. The transposal of microbes and aggressivemicroorganism from extinct surfaces byaffected men and 

women is a problem with reference to highly poisonous COVID-19 ailment transportation.The 

airbornetransmittal disorder begins while the infectious delegate which includes the influenza, COVID-19 or 

SARS viruses are exhaled from an inflamed individual. The procedure of transference isarbitratingwith aid of 

complication go with the flow phenomena, length from air–mucous interplay, during evaporation it acts faster 

tosettled down their big droplet length, it makes circumference pollution to the surfaces. Droplets are smaller 

than for this reason period evaporate quicker than they reach the position. 

The primary function of the respiratory tract is gas exchange. The breathing tract carries extensive 

variety of micro-organisms. Contaminants of pleural fluid migrate through a respiratory tract.The complete 

breathing tract is continuously exposed to air, the general public of particles are wiped clean out by means of 

inhalation, however aspiration and mucosal and haematogenous unfold additionally arise. Individuals with 

healthy lungs hardly ever have any bacterial or virus contamination as particular surface antigens that adhere to 

mucosal epithelial cells. 

A pleural effusion approach that there is an excess build-up of fluid between human lung and the chest wall. 

Every of our human lungs are surrounded by using pleura.The pleura is a thin membrane that lines the interior 

of the chest wall and display screen the lungs.There is generally a slight quantity of fluid among the two layers 

of pleura occupied.This acts like lubricating oil between the lungs and the chest wall as they circulate whilst we 

breathe.There are numerous varieties of pleural effusion induced with one-of-a-kind treatment followed by way 

of Transudative pleural effusion is brought on because of fluid leaking into the pleural area improved stress 

within the blood vessels, heart failure or a low blood protein.Exudative pleural effusion is as a result ofhold up 

blood vessels or infections, tumours, pneumonia. 

The complete quantity of human’s pleural liquid in degrees between . As 

currently decided with the aid of urea mixture in topics go through thoracoscopy for remedy of hydropathic 

hyperhidrosis, is . The protein awareness in pleural fluid and their ratio during capillary plasma 

are low, it’s already reported that the proteinof the pleurapermeability ought to be small. Generally, 1,700 

cells·mm−3 were newly deduct in human normal pleural fluid ranges may vary by (75% macrophages, 23% 

lymphocytes, and 1% mesothelial cells) [1]. 

In lots of hospitals lately, the spread of respiration infection from recognised cases of influenza and 

pneumonia may be avoided with the aid of infection control strategies. These are called ‘extra safety’. 

Warmness and mass switch in MHD flows arises in some of the technological applications.Operating fluids may 

be either Newtonian or non-Newtonian. inside the study of natural convection via porous media, the majority of 

the studies attempt has been committed to the flow resulting from a buoyancy impact of Temperature and 

Concentration variations. Flows induced with the aid of buoyancy consequences of thermal diffusion is detect 

often in motion of infections in the human respiration tract.Zahra Ahmadinejad. et al [1] discovered differential 

diagnosis of affected person under gone throughdyspnoea and dry cough referred to lung cancer and treated for 

the COVID-19 infection.Saffman.P.G. [2] concerned with the effects of coarse and excellent dirt additionally 
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investigated affectness of the critical Reynolds quantity for transition from laminar to turbulent go with the 

flow.Adrian Bejan.et al [3] summarized the buoyancy ratio and the Lewis variety simultaneously more than one 

scale boundary-layer trouble showed the effectivness of the order-of-importance measuremade via ratio test. 

R. Mittal.et al [4] has tried to manifested glide physics of pandemic COVID-19 consisting of 

respiratory droplet formation, droplet evaporation. S. Das. et al [5] here The RosselandDiffusion Approximation 

defined the radiative warmth fluctuation in the potential equation. Alimitless vertical perpendicular plate with 

warmness and mass switch within the existence of thermal radiation had been concluded the use the method of 

Laplace transform.Christian J. et al [6] measured and identified nonlinear compressible simulations of lung 

parenchyma in different computational lung models. Experiments are compared with aggregate lung to permit 

the model named as vivo validation.Richard Haber.et al [7] manifested the right fluid dynamic forces on the 

lung that counterbalance buoyancy and allow steady states of dis-associationbounded by the pleura. 

Simultaneously the lung’s buoyancybalanced by enlarged pressure in the pleural fluid.G. V. Ramana Reddy.et al 

[8] explored an unsteady free convective mass transfer  flow past an infinite vertical plate with variable suction 

velocity in the presence of Soret effects and MHD effects .T. B. Martonen et al. [9] described and model 

developed for several conditions of airways respiratory tract of human to the bottom of multiple breathing 

conditions.SudapornPoopra et al. [10] involved and experimented the PCL fluid velocities using asymptotic 

expansion as well as cilia’s progress using Beaver–Joseph boundary condition in the porous medium.J. Prakash. 

Et al [11] perturbation technique experienced over a moving with the influence of chemical reactionon semi-

infinite vertical plateat the time of mixed convection. R. Muthucumaraswamy [12] his problem discussedwith 

uniform suction onregularly moving influence of a homogeneous first order chemical reaction in the vertical 

surface.Swetaprovo Chaudhuri et al.  [13] established pandemic droplet evaporation and the breathing droplet 

direction using a determined physical norm mathematically.Jing Zhang et al. [14] analysed infected case report, 

who experience traumatic suffering from a vehicle accident and also persistCOVID-19,in the initial symptom 

with pleural effusion obtained. In the present study wedeal with new vision, how pleural fluid is contaminated 

due to novel corona virus occurrence of human respiratory tract with existing pulmonary disorders. Naturally 

lung has buoyancy effect. There may be no such reports had been determined in relevant literatures. 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

The substantial state of affairs can be written in the form of cartesian under the assumptions are based on 

study areas, we have considered an unsteady two-dimensional incompressible (Pleural Fluid),laminar glide of a 

viscous fluid uniform move phase h, fluid is double-dealing above and beneath bounded by porous 

layers.Initially time dependent slip boundary situation on the collocation of porous mediumat the location 

is thought to be, on the equal temperature and concentration  While , the temperature of theplace is 

straight away accelerated to and concentration lifted to with recognize to time and maintained steady. 

Permit  be along the fluid go with the flow and perpendicular to . The physical situated diagram 

of the hassle is displayed below. 

While deriving the governing equation, thefollowing assumptions are made. 

 
Fig .1 PhysicalConfiguration 

 

ASSUMPTION: 

• A uniform magnetic subject  is applied in the y direction of the pleural fluidflow. 

• Over the model,The Boussinesq approximation isapplied. 

• The density of contaminant pleural fluid isn't always consistent and the temperature between the debrisare 

uniform at some stage in the fluid movement due to buoyancy pressure. 

https://aip.scitation.org/author/Chaudhuri%2C+Swetaprovo
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• The gravitational force g, act towards vertical downward direction. 

• The contaminant pathogens (COVID-19) are spherical (crown like position),non-undertaking, and equal in 

length and systematically disbursed in the fluid discharge place. 

The Governing Equations are based on the proportion of Momentum, Mass,Energy and 

SpeciesConcentrationas in J. Prakash et al. [11].  

Equation of Continuity: 

        ---------------- (1) 

Navier-stokes Equation:  

--- (2) 

 

First law of thermodynamics Equation: 

      ---------------- (3)  

 

Species concentration Equation: 

  ---------------- (4) 

 

where are the velocity of the fluid particle, ρ known as fluid density, known as 

pressure, known  as permeability of the porous medium, known as gravitational acceleration, βknown 

volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion , knownvolumetric coefficient of concentration expansion, ν 

known as kinematic viscosity, known as temperature of the fluid,T0known as initial temperature, known 

asSpecific heat of the fluid at constant pressure, known asThermal conductivity of the fluid, known as Heat 

absorption,  known asConcentration of the fluid , known ascoefficient of Mass diffusivity of the 

fluid, knownas Chemical  Reaction Parameter. 

The appropriate initial and boundary conditions under the assumptions, for Velocity involving moving 

fluid, Temperature and Concentration fields are defined as  

When      ---------------------(5) 

When  ,   -------------(6) 

When    ---------------------(7) 

Given problem by way of replacing the subsequent dimensionless quantities to reduce the many unknown 

dimensional,  

 ; ; ; 

---------------------(8) 

where, are correspondingnon-dimensional concentration and temperaturerespectively. 

which implies , where  is a real positive constant additionally considered as the distinctive 

velocity order 1. Hence the fluid flow is two dimensional, in order to indeterminant length of the fluid region it 

clears that all of the physical quantities are independent of axis. (i.e.,)  

After applying non-dimensional variables in basic governing Equations (1) to (4), neglecting the ( ͜)symbol 

produce the equations are, 

         ---------------------(9) 

  --------------------(10) 

      --------------------(11) 

       --------------------(12) 

 

The initial & boundary condition making use of non-dimensional quantities becomes, 

 

           When  

When  ---------------- (13) 

 When  

Where,  
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 [ GrashofNumber]            ;  [ SolutalGrashofNumber] 

   [Porosity Parameter]   ;  [Hartmann Number] 

 [Prandtl Number]  ;  [Schmidt Number] 

 [Chemical Reaction Parameter] ; [Heat Absorption Parameter] 

 

3. SOLUTION METHOD 

 

The set of arranged dimensionless equations from (9) to (12), as a way to set boundary 

conditions (13) can be used to find the analytic solution using perturbation method. This approach can 

be completed by depicting perturbation parameter ( is very very small flow velocity , 

temperature and concentration followed as. 

 

   ----------------------(14) 

   ----------------------(15) 

   ----------------------(16) 

              -------------------------(17) 

 

We proceeding our problem omitting higher order terms i.e., , substituting above equation into 

basic equations (9) to (12) to obtain following pair of equations are  and  

 

I. Zero Order Equations: ( ) 

 

  ----------------------(18) 

    ---------------------(19) 

     ---------------------(20) 

In order to basic boundary conditions are, 

 

When      --------------------(21) 

 When  

 

 To obtain zeroth-order velocity (  temperature (  concentration (  , from (18) to (20) can be 

solved using boundary conditions (21). We get, 

 

-----------(22) 

 (or)  --------------------(23) 

 (or)    --------------------(24) 

II. First Order Equations: (  

   -----------(25) 

     -----------(26) 

     -----------(27) 

 In order to corresponding boundary conditions are, 

When  -------------------- (28)                

               When  

Simultaneously to obtain first order velocity (  temperature (  concentration (  , from (25) to 

(27) can be solved using boundary conditions (28). We get, 
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-----------(29) 

 (or)   --------------------(30) 

 (or)    --------------------(31) 

 

Employ complete solution of base and perturb parts are (22) to (24) and (29) to (31) in (14) to 

(17), we get final form of the solution is the summation of base partfactor and perturb element offers 

the corresponding Velocity, Temperature, Concentration of fluid molecule as given below: 

 

 
     

 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The current observation is used to assess numerical computation of the analytic result for the 

subsequent fluid particles namely velocity, temperature, concentration distributions for numerous 

amounts of physical specification can express the characteristic of the fluid flow. Heat and Mass 

Transfer computed analytically also, their outcomeshave beenportrayed graphically with the assist of 

MATLAB. Throughout the computation we employ corresponding values to classify the graph 

SudapornPoopraet al. [10], excepting that the supplementary values of parameter kept as fixed state. 

We compute the various values of GrashofNumber,SolutalGrashof Number, Chemical Reaction 

Parameter, Hartmann Number, Porosity Parameter, Prandtl Number, Schmidt Number. 

 

Effect of various parameters of Velocity distribution (U) with respect to y: 

(i) Fig.2.Shows that various Effect of Magnetic range in the velocity distribution: 

            This force is known as Lorentz force. From the below graph, we understand that pleural fluid 

flow  

 of the Velocity decreases with increasing HARTMANN Number. 

Fig.2 Velocity Field for different  . 

 

(ii) Fig.3 shows that Effect of porosity parameter in the velocity distribution: 
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Fig.3 Velocity Field for different . 

Porosity describes a measure of the “Empty Space" in a solid material, its volume lies between  

0 to 1. we perceived that velocity of the fluid increases with increasing Porosity permeable parameter 

(iii) Fig.4 shows that Effect of Grashof number in the velocity distribution: 

Fig.4 Velocity Field for different Gr. 

(iv) Fig. 5 shows that Effect of SolutalGrashof number in the velocity distribution: 

Fig.5 Velocity Field for different Gc. 

Above graphs are representing in the form of pictorially velocity of the pleural fluid decreases 

gradually while increasing Grashof and SolutalGrashof parameter values. It is clear that inside the lung, 

there is a buoyancy flow occurs during the fluid flow due to acceleration of gravitational force. It 

represents the domination of buoyancy force for the convection comparing to the viscous force. Buoyant 

force caused by a temperature gradient and concentration gradient. When the fluid is at rest two gradients 

would be absent. The variations of the Velocity are higher by the act of toxin (COVID -19) than fluid 

segment, while the solute attention of the solid particle adjustments. That is because of theexistence 

ofCOVID-19 contamination interiorof the respiratory tract.It's miles clear thattremendous changes in the 

fluid Velocity havea major influence impact of contaminant particles when compared with pure fluid 

profile. 

In addition, following remarks are made when temperature distributions are computed. 

Effect of various parameters of Temperature distribution (T) with respect to y: 

(v) Fig. 6 Shows that Effect of Prandtl Number in the Temperature distribution: 

  Fig.6 Temperature Field for different Pr. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Material
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The Prandtl Number restricts the relative density of the motion and thermal boundary layers.Also, it 

signifies the relative speed with which momentum and energy propagates through fluid.From this we 

observed that enhances Prandtl Number results increases in thermal boundary layersimultaneously 

Temperature increased inside the boundary layer. 

(vi) Fig.7 Shows that Effect of Heat Absorption Parameter in the Temperature distribution: 

 

Fig.7 Temperature Field for different J. 

Above graph displays temperature profile decreases with increasing Heat absorption 

parameter. 

Effect of various parameters of Concentration distribution (C) with respect to y: 

 

(vii) Fig.8 shows that Effect of numerousSchmidt Number in the Concentration distribution 

Fig.8 Concentration Field for different Sc. 

(viii) Fig.9Shows that Effect of numerous Chemical Reaction parameter in the concentration  

distribution: 

Fig.9ConcentrationField for different K. 

 

Subsequently Concentration profile decreases of increasing Schmidt number and increases of 

Chemical reaction parameter. It shows that massive differences in COVID-19 diffusion rate by the 
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reaction of chemical.The heat transfer rates increase and mass transfer decrease ultimatelyaccording to 

the nature of the fluid flow with increasedbuoyancy ratio. 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The dimensionlessabove governing equations are solved analytically with the help of perturbation 

technique. We have concluded that heat and mass transfer on an unsteady magnetic field with natural 

convective flow of human respiratory tract due to buoyancy effect of lungs and chemical reaction 

inside the pleural cavity. 

From the above results we summarized the major findings are given below: 

• The velocity of a fluid flow decreases monotonically for increasing Hartmann number. 

• Velocity of fluid flow decreases graduallyboth increasedGrashof and SolutalGrashofnumber. 

• The velocity distribution increasing with moderate increased Porosity parameter. 

• Temperatureof fluid flow increasesdue to increase in the thermal diffusion Prandtl number. 

• Concentration profile increased due to increased Schmidt number. 

• There is a significant fall due toincreased Chemical reaction parameter andconsiderably reduces at 

prominent point. 

 

6. APPENDIX 
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7. NOMENCLATURE 
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